
PARTNERSHIP 

FOR TOP WASHING PERFORMANCE 

Favagrossa F-ACE microfibre brushes mounted on Aquarama Stargate S111 car wash 

machine, an evidence-based test promoting them with flying colours. 

We are going to talk about it to an excellent user, Davide Bosio from Aquarama, and to 

Leonardo Favagrossa, the producer. 

We are close to Milan to visit what we can call a top of the range system. It is an Aquarama Stargate S111 roll-over system, 
equipped with Favagrossa F-ACE brand new brushes , and installed at the Q8 Easy-Carre-four petrol station, nearby the Carrefour of 
Milanofiori shopping centre, in Assago, close to Milan-Cenova toll booth and next to Assago motorway exit of the Tangenziale Ovest. 
 The roll-over belongs to Aquarama Gest, a company of the Aquarama group, and is managed by those who produced 
the machine. It goes without saying that as for car washing activities, the company chooses the best of its own 
production as well as of chemical products and components. But choosing F-ACE brushes adds something more. 
We talked about it to two first-rate interlocutors: Davide Bosio, Aquarama AD, and Leonardo Favagrossa, Favagrossa 
R&D manager, who are going to describe the features of the innovative brush: 

Aquarama says: 

" We wanted to test thoroughly the potential of this brush in this area - Bosio explains - where a large amount of daily 
washing and the attendance of particularly dirty vehicles represent a perfect testing ground for such innovative 
material. 
Here in the Po valley, where, mainly in summer, mosquitoes leave disturbing scales on car bodies and windscreens, the 
remarkable performance of the brand new brushes can be appreciated. As everyone knows, this problem used to be 
solved with the help of traditional or cloth brushes which are more aggressive on dirt but also less smooth on surfaces. 
However, traditional brushes are less and less common. They have been replaced by more modern and performing 
ones. The cloth brushes encounter problems of premature ageing and their powerful absorbing power makes 
monitoring particularly difficult during washing cycles. 
Thanks to F-ACE brushes we solved the problem of mosquitoes, ensuring excellent washing results as well as providing 
a smooth washing touch on varnishes. All in all, this brush is a cut above, Favagrossa made a very good product: 
endurance, smoothness, reliability and most of all top quality cleaning power even on the most stubborn dirt. We are 
among the first ones who believed in the potential of these innovative brushes, and on-site positive feedback is proving 
us right. We are confident F-ACE brushes can be an excellent tool to make the difference with car drivers and to increase 
business volume". 

 

Favagrossa says: 

" Favagrossa latest invention is F-ACE, a product born from targeted studies on a material capable of combining Carlite 
endurance and reliability with felt strong washing power - Leonardo Favagrossa explains -. Matching top-quality 
microfibre with a special expanded material, we achieved top performance and unique designed brushes beyond 
comparison on the world market. 
The microfibre layer ensures an extremely smooth touch on varnishes, protecting their shininess, as well as top-quality 
washing results, whereas the product special structure allows a perfect scrubbing brush monitoring and preserves its 
reliability even after countless washing cycles. Moreover, thanks to its extraordinary technical features, 
F-ACE can be used at a definitively lower number of revolutions per minute and with a low quantity of 
shampoo. 
F-ACE brushes, mounted on Assago car washing system have been made to perfectly fit such type of system. As for the 
horizontal brush, for example, we have used "starlike" brushes, with tapered bristles, to considerably reduce the noise 
during washing cycles and to perfectly monitor the horizontal brush. Instead, as for vertical brushes, we have chosen a 
very thin strand, like Evolution, on spiral supports. In order to be even smoother and to ensure excellent cleaning 
results also in the well-known, hardest-to-reach points. Aquarama has already installed dozens of machines with F-ACE 
brushes and others will be installed by the end of the year. 
Favagrossa is very proud of the success the brush is gaining all over the world and we are confident we have introduced 
a product that will definitively revolutionise car washing". 



" The mounting of Twister new wheel washer on this car wash machine is to be reported, as well. - Favagrossa carries 

on - Thanks to the peculiar inclination of their bristles and to fibres of different length and density, they effectively 

penetrate the rim slots ensuring excellent washing results even on the most stubborn dirt. The bristles are provided 

with a deep "feathering" (a treatment to be made at the upper end of the bristles to fray and smooth them so that 

they can remove dirt better) and enter spokes not only with their tips but also transversely, creating an incredible 

brushing effect. The wheel-washers can be easily integrated with state-of-the-art high-pressure systems. They are 

patented and provide even deeper washing, allowing the use of less "aggressive" chemical products and avoiding 

arduous hand finishing. Favagrossa has always aimed for quality and innovation. Our company has always aimed for 

exclusive products allowing the user to stand out. We work out ad-hoc solutions to fulfil every needs.  This has been 

the mission of our company for more than 50 years" 

          Massimo Cicalini 

 

*Carlite is a trade mark registered by Favagrossa Edoardo Srl 


